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Rematriation
Objective: Discuss the relatively new Native notion of Rematriation and its relevance to
Feminisms, and discuss ways Rematriation can contribute to concrete transformation
of HeteroPatriarchy.

The Indigenous concept of Rematriation refers to reclaiming of
ancestral remains, spirituality, culture, knowledge and resources,
instead of the more Patriarchally associated Repatriation. It
simply means back to Mother Earth, a return to our origins, to life
and co-creation, rather than Patriarchal destruction and
colonisation, a reclamation of germination.
Relevance: Rematriation is a relatively new concept among Feminists, little known, yet
very powerful and potently relevant to Feminist thinking and activism. Much of the
power of Rematriation is derived from its origins in Indigenous Feminist practice.

The term Rematriation seems to have its origins in Psychology and Creativity
(especially in the UK). The more recent adoption of Rematriation by Indigenous
Americans and Africans is used entirely differently as a Rematriation of ancestral
remains, spirituality, culture, knowledge and natural and other resources, instead of
the more Patriarchally associated Repatriation. In simpler terms, merely meaning
back to Mother Earth, a return to our origins, a return to life and co-creation, rather
than Patriarchal destruction and colonisation, a reclamation of germination instead of
semination.
As a restorative imperative, it is most relevant to feminists in general, since we, like
Native peoples, need to reclaim our Feminist ancestry, our feminist spirituality, our
feminist culture/s, knowledge and control over natural and other resources. We need
to chart paths, strategic interventions, dreams and realities that are not mere
alternatives to HeteroPatriarchalCapitalisms, but entirely reconfigure our cosmos,
Rematriate our societies.
Rematriation is not utopian, since the number of gender egalitarian and/or
matriarchal societies that still exist today, despite centuries of patriarchal
encroachments and colonisation, remains powerful testimony of the values of
ancient sacred mother-centred and women-centred spiritual communities, across all
continents, from the Akan of Ghana and KhoeSan of Southern Africa, to the
Minangkabau of Indonesia, the Mosuo and Lahu of China and the Khasi of India; to
the Iroquois of North America and the Kuna of Panama, to the Saami of
Scandinavia.

We hope to birth a whole new Rematriation movement, among
Indigenous peoples, and among Feminists, locally and
globally.
We will show the relevance and contribution of indigenous
knowledge and foster social change based on non-Western
ways of knowing.
Feminists, like Native peoples, need to reclaim our Feminist
ancestry, our feminist spirituality, our feminist culture/s,
knowledge and control over natural and other resources.
We need to chart paths, strategic interventions, dreams and
realities that are not mere alternatives to
HeteroPatriarchalCapitalisms, but entirely reconfigure our
cosmos, Rematriate our societies.
We hope this session will contribute to this restorative and
transformative imperative.
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Khoe = Human (People) = San
KhoeSan = collective (& unifying) noun for diverse indigenous peoples
A people (and person) belonging to (and of) other people
Pan-African Ubuntu (Archbishop Desmond Tutu) or KhoeSan Khoe!na :
opeople’s identities rooted in their communities
o“I am because I belong”
orather than the Descartian “I think therefore I am”
oindigenous identities as human rather than man-centred
"When we look at women's contributions and approaches to development in Africa, we
see that generally women are guided by teachings deriving from what I would call a
"relational matriarchal principle" that sees us all as human beings and children of one
mother, umunne. I believe this to be a general and basic African ethic of kinship. It can
further be a non-racist and non-patriarchal basis for an alternative global citizenship in
the struggle for human rights, social justice and an inclusive development.“ – Ifi
Amadiume (Nigeria/USA)

o decolonising imperative of Rematriation

o2km high Table Mountain, part of ancient chain
oserves indigenous spiritual & scientific purposes (e.g. Astronomy)
oStatue of Liberty & Eiffel Tower pale in significance
oDecolonising mindsets & Rematriating appreciation of indigenous

Modern Matriarchal Studies
Heide Goettner-Abendroth – Societies of Peace:
Matriarchies Past Present Future
key principles:
•Concrete rather than abstract in world;
•Not mother rule but non-hierarchical;
•Consensus (unanimity) – systems of councils – grassroots – consultative,
participatory – democratic;
•Distribution (sharing) vs accumulation (hoarding);
•Meeting needs vs power over;
•Motherly or matriarchal men;
•Humane society;
•Radically oriented towards life (not war industry);
•Political action always spiritual in matriarchy (vs detachment in patriarchy);
•All connected: science, politics, spirituality, all ad infinitum

African Matrilineal / Matriarchal societies include:
Angola, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Malawi, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia and the country
known as North Africa (Malika Grasshoff)
South – East – North - West
The same is true for every continent
Rematriate Knowledge & Practices!

Ifi Amadiume - Matriarchitarianism
Necessity for feminist indigenous scholarship to be interdisciplinary and
intersectional, including spirituality, and even prophecy.
She rematriates "the concept of the traditional in Africa to mean
precolonial African cultures" that are not static or delineated by rigid time
breaks. This rematriated traditional is dynamic: past, present, and
perhaps even future.
“matriarchy is that the matri-centric unit is the smallest kinship unit. Its
material basis is concrete and empirical, while the material and ideological
basis of patriarchy embodies a contradiction. Patriarchy is disputable
since fatherhood is a social construct.”
"matriarchitarianism" to capture a women-generated inclusive culture in
the indigenous social structure as a movement - rematriating activisms
back to our centre, our core, our (African) calabash (European chalice)

Amadiume speaks of “collective kinship”
like the pan-African concept of ubuntu
She speaks with poetry
And with love
It is this collective kinship and love,
compassion, gifting, trust and respect,
on which indigenous and KhoeSan values are based,
which grounds our structures as egalitarian and nonviolent.
This then is the Praxis,
rather than the Theory,
of Everything (Einstein),
of Love,
KhoeSan-style

Ma-Meneputo, Kalahari San Healer:
"The San people found power in the light of the
moon. The ancients made a queen and hoisted
her up into the sky where she became the
moon. The people danced in the light of the
moon. This is where we found (find) our healing
power.“
Kalahari desert spans 6 Southern African countries

Social Structure  Social Values
Interdependent
Egalitarianism
(social, gender, generational, sexualities, all ad infinitum)
Amadiume: gender neutral Ibo term ya
European imposition of gendered concepts
such as male human being or humanity (e.g. Rights of Man)
and even male god (monotheistic Patriarchal religions - Christianity, Islam, Buddhism)

Nonviolence or Peace
Gifting
Love - Compassion
Trust and Respect

Women, Mothers, at Centre

For our European allies:
oBanish fear;
oOwn your power & privilege;
oClaim your agency;
oBUT skip shame & guilt – too disempowering;
oInstead find concrete ways to act as ally;
oTry not to take up so much physical – emotional - spiritualpsychic - intellectual space (think of how we feel about patriarchs & space);
oRematriate own ancient knowledge & practice as womencentred (instead of gawking at Native women as exotic & ideal);
oRedistribute ill-gotten Patriarchal-Colonial-Capitalist gains;
oNever lose hope – keep faith;
oChange is not only possible, it is inevitable.

Rematriation of Indigenous Knowledge & Practice (& Love)
How do we reclaim our:
oAncestral remains (e.g. In musea around the world);
oSpirituality & Culture (women-centred & women-sacred);
oKnowledge & Resources (healing & medicinal knowledge)
How do we return
oto Mother Earth,
oto our origins
oto life and co-creation
How do we
oRematriate Germination
oGive Birth to New Movements of Decolonised Feminists
How do we Decolonise & Rematriate Love...

